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A nonperturbative random-matrix theory is applied to the transmission of a monochromatic scalar wave
through a disordered waveguide. The probability distributions of the transmittances T
mn
 and T„ = 2
m
T
m
„ of an
incident mode n are calculated in the thick-waveguide limit, for broken time-reversal symmetry. A crossover
occurs from Rayleigh or Gaussian statistics in the diffusive regime to lognormal statistics in the localized
regime. A qualitatively different crossover occurs if the disordered region is replaced by a chaotic cavity.
PACS number(s): 42.25.Bs, 05.45.+b, 72.15.Rn, 78.20.Dj
The statistical properties of transmission through a disor-
dered waveguide have been extensively studied since 1959,
when Gertsenshtein and Vasil'ev [1] computed the probabil-
ity distribution P(T) of the transmittance Γ of a single-mode
waveguide. It turned out to be remarkably difficult to extend
this result to the //-mode case. Instead of a single transmis-
sion amplitude t and transmittance Γ=|ί|2, one then has an
NXN transmission matrix t
mn
 and three types of transmit-
tances
-* mn rmnl
N
η
= Σ
m=\
N
τ= Σ
n,m~ l
(D
All three transmittances have different probability distribu-
tions, which can be measured in different types of experi-
ments: If the waveguide is illuminated through a diffusor, the
ratio of transmitted and incident power equals T/N, because
the incident power is equally distributed among all N modes.
(For electrons, T is the conductance in units of 2e2/h.) If the
incident power is entirely in mode n, then the ratio of trans-
mitted and incident power equals T„ . For N9> l this corre-
sponds to Illumination by a plane wave. Finally, T
mn
 mea-
sures the speckle pattern (the fraction of the power incident
in mode n which is transmitted into mode m).
The complexity of the multimode case is due to the strong
coupling of the modes by multiple scattering. While in the
single-mode case the localization length ξ is of the same
order of magnitude äs the mean free path /, the mode cou-
pling increases ξ by a factor of N. If N^>1, a waveguide of
length L can be in two distinct regimes: the diffusive regime
l-^L-^Nl and the localized regime L9>Nl. The average of
each of the three transmittances decays linearly with L in the
diffusive regime and exponentially in the localized regime.
In an important development, Nieuwenhuizen and van Ros-
sum [2] (and more recently Kogan and Kaveh [3]) succeeded
in Computing the probability distributions P(T
mn
) and
P(T„) for plane-wave Illumination in the diffusive regime.
The former is exponential (Rayleigh's law) with nonexpo-
nential tails, while the latter is Gaussian with non-Gaussian
tails. The existence of such anomalous tails has been ob-
served in optical experiments [4,5] and in numerical simula-
tions [6]. From the simulations, one expects a crossover to a
lognormal distribution on entering the localized regime.
Since the theory of Refs. [2,3] is based on a perturbation
expansion in the small parameter L INI, it cannot describe
this crossover which occurs when L INI—l.
It is the purpose of the present paper to provide a nonper-
turbative calculation of P(T
mn
) and P(T„), which is valid
all the way from the diffusive into the localized regime, and
which shows how the Rayleigh and Gaussian distributions of
T
m
„ and T„ evolve into the same lognormal distribution äs L
increases beyond the localization length ξ—ΝΙ. We expect
that P (T) also evolves from a Gaussian to a lognormal dis-
tribution, but our calculation applies only to the plane-wave
transmittances T
mn
 and T
n
, and not to the transmittance T
for diffuse Illumination. For technical reasons, we need to
assume that time-reversal symmetry is broken by some
magneto-optical effect. Similar results are expected in the
presence of time-reversal symmetry, but then a nonperturba-
tive calculation becomes much more involved. We make es-
sential use of the quasi-one-dimensionality of the waveguide
(length L much greater than width W) and assume weak
disorder (mean free path / much greater than wavelength
λ). The localization which occurs in unbounded media when
/ Α λ requires a very different nonperturbative approach [7].
A related problem of experimental interest is the transmit-
tance of a cavity coupled to two N-mode waveguides without
disorder. If the cavity has an irregulär shape, it has a com-
plicated "chaotic" spectrum of eigenmodes. At the end of
the paper we compute P(Tmn) and P(T„) for such a chaotic
cavity and contrast the results with the disordered wave-
guide, which we consider first.
Our calculation applies results from random-matrix theory
for the statistics of the transmission matrix. This matrix
t = u VTO is the product of two unitary matrices u and v, and
a matrix τ= diag(τ 1 } τ 2 , ... ,TN) containing the transmis-
sion eigenvalues. It describes the transmission of electrons or
electromagnetic radiation, to the extent that the effects of
electron-electron interaction or polarization can be disre-
garded. The two plane-wave transmittances which we con-
sider are
k,l
U
mkU*lVknV*n^τkTι,
Π
 = Σ \Vk„\
2Tk. (2)
k
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(3a)
(3b)
of the normalized transmittances ^
mn
=N2T
mn
 and
^
n
 = NT
n
. (These conventions differ by a factor l/L with
Refs. [2,3].) The brackets ( } denote an average over the
disorder. In the quasi-one-dimensional limit of a waveguide
which is much longer than wide, the matrices u and v are
uniformly distributed in the unitary group [8]. The joint
probability distribution of the transmission eigenvalues
evolves with increasing L according to the Dorokhov-Mello-
Pereyra-Kumar (DMPK) equation [9]. The average can be
performed in two Steps, first over u and υ, and then over the
transmission eigenvalues 7^.
The first Step was done by Kogan and Kaveh [3]. The
result is an expression for the Laplace transform of
F(s)=
which in the thick-waveguide limit (N-
Nl/L) is exactly given by
= (Πk
2 5
(4)
o, fixed
(5)
The same function F(s) also determines P(.^
mn
), which in
the same limit is related to P(.^
n
) by [3]
n
) = J o (6)
The next Step, which is the most difficult one, is to aver-
age over the transmission eigenvalues in Eq. (5). The result
depends on whether time-reversal symmetry is present or not
(indicated by ß=l or 2, respectively). In Refs. [2,3], loF
was evaluated to leading order in L INI, under the assump-
tion that the waveguide length L is much less than the local-
ization length ξ—ΝΙ. Here we relax this assumption.
We consider the case of broken time-reversal symmetry
(/8=2). Then the probability distribution of the Tk's is
known exactly, in the form of a determinant of Legendre
functions P
v
 [10]. Still, to compute expectation values with
this distribution is in general a formidable problem. It is a
lucky coincidence that the average (5) which we need can be
evaluated exactly. This was shown by Rejaei [11], using a
field-theoretic approach which leads to a supersymmetric
nonlinear σ model [12]. It was recently proven [13] that this
supersymmetric theory is equivalent to the DMPK equation
used in Ref. [10]. From Rejaei's general expressions we find
00
 f
sE
p = 0 JO
(2p + 1)* L[(2p+l)2
4NI
Inversion of the Laplace transform (4) yields P(.F~
n
},
10-" -
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FIG. 1. Distributions of (a) .T
n
=NT„ for L/M = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5,
1.5, 2.0, and 2.5, and (b) ^
mn
=N2T
mn
 for L/M = 0.05, 0.5, 2.5, 5,
and 10. Computed from the exact ß= 2 expressions (6) and (7). The
dotted curves are the limits L/N l—»0 of an infinitely narrow Gauss-
ian in (a) and an exponential distribution in (b) (note the logarith-
mic scale). The inset in (b) shows the waveguide geometry consid-
ered (disordered region is shaded).
(7)
where Kv is the Macdonald function. One further Integration
gives P(.P~m„), in view of Eq. (6). Results are plotted in Fig.
1. The large ä and 3*mn tails are
,N l/L.
(8a)
(8b)
It is worth noting that Fyodorov and Mirlin [14] found the
same tail äs Eq. (8a) for the distribution of the local density
of electronic states in a closed disordered wire. It is not clear
to us whether this coincidence is accidental.
The diffusive and localized limits can be computed from
Eq. (5) by using the known asymptotic form of the distribu-
tion of the rk's. In contrast to the füll result (7), which holds
for β = 2 only, the following asymptotic expressions hold for
any ß. In the diffusive regime, for L<^Nl, we may expand
InF in cumulants of the linear statistic A =
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FIG. 2. Distribution of &~„ calculated from the perturbation ex-
pansion (9), (10), for ß=l,2 and L/Nl = Q.l,0.5.
(9)
The mean and variance of A can be computed from the gen-
eral formulas of Refs. [10,15,16]:
Nl 2-/37 Γ~ ^ \(A)— — arcsinh \/s-\—r^~ln! arcsinh
2V5
5(1+5)
ln(l+s) + 6 In arcsm.
, (10a)
(lOb)
valid up to corrections of Order L INI. To leading order in
L/Nl one has the /ß-independent result of Refs. [2,3], yield-
ing Gaussian and Rayleigh statistics for LINl—>Q. The
/3-dependent terms in Eqs. (10) are the first corrections due
to localization effects. In Fig. 2 we plot P(&~„) resulting
from Eqs. (9) and (10). The /3-independent result of Refs.
[2,3] (not shown) is very close to the ß = 2 curve. This figure
indicates that the β dependence is essentially quantitative
rather than qualitative.
In the opposite, localized regime (L>Nl), only a single
transmission eigenvalue contributes significantly to Eq. (5).
This largest eigenvalue τ has the lognormal distribution [17]
P(lnr) JßNl\8-n-ZJ
1/2
exp
ßNll 2L
• (H)
It follows that InJ7^,« and InJ^, are also distributed according
to Eq. (11) in the localized regime. The approach to a com-
mon lognormal distribution äs L/N l increases is illustrated in
Fig. 3, using the exact ß=2 result of Eq. (7).
We contrast these results for a disordered waveguide with
those for a chaotic cavity, attached to two 7V-mode leads
without disorder. Following Ref. [18] we assume that the
2NX2N scattering matrix of the cavity is distributed uni-
formly in the unitary group if ß=2 or in the subset of uni-
tary and Symmetrie matrices if ß=l. Then P(Tmn) and
P(T„) follow from general formulas [19] for the distribution
of matrix elements in these so-called "circular" ensembles.
For β = 2 the result is
K
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FIG. 3. Distributions of and for 0 = 2 and
LINl = 5,10,20, computed from Eqs. (6) and (7). The dotted curve
is the lognormal distribution (11) which is approached äs
2N
-iJV-l (12b)
For ß=l Eq. (12a) should be multiplied by
\F(N-\,l;2N-l-l-Tmn) and Eq. (12b) by \F(N-\,l;
N;1-T„), where F is the hypergeometric function. These
are exact results for any N. If W—>°°, P(Tmn) is an expo-
nential distribution with mean 1/2N, and P(T„) is a Gauss-
ian with mean 1/2 and variance 1/87V. This is similar to the
disordered waveguide, with N playing the role of N l/L. As
shown in Fig. 4, the distributions for ,/V of order unity are
quite different from those in a disordered waveguide with
Nil L of order unity. For N = l the distinction between
Tmn ,T„, and T disappears and we recover the results of Ref.
[18].
In conclusion, we have presented a nonperturbative calcu-
lation of the distributions of the plane-wave transmittances
Tmn and T„ through a disordered waveguide without time-
reversal symmetry, which shows how the distributions cross
over from Rayleigh and Gaussian statistics in the diffusive
regime, to a common lognormal distribution in the localized
regime. Qualitatively different distributions are obtained if
the disordered region is replaced by a chaotic cavity. Existing
experiments have been mainly in the regime L^Nl where
the perturbation theory of Refs. [2,3] applies. If the absorp-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 8 l
n) = (2N-l)(l-Tmn)2N-2 (12a)
FIG. 4. Distribution of T„ for a chaotic cavity attached to two
A^-mode leads (inset). The curves are computed from Eq. (12b), for
ß= l, 2 and #= l, 2, 20.
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tion of light in the waveguide can be reduced sufficiently, it
should be possible to enter the regime L—N l where pertur-
bation theory breaks down and the crossover to lognormal
statistics is expected.
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